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A B S T R A C T

Spark plasma sintering (SPS) was applied to prepare textured Bi1.9Gd0.1Te3 compounds with various grain
structures, tuned by changing in the sintering temperature. The grains forming ordered lamellar structure under
texturing are elongated in plane oriented perpendicularly to SPS-pressing direction. As result, average grain size
measured parallel to this direction and corresponding to fine-grained samples happened to be much less as
compared to relevant size for perpendicular direction characteristic for coarse-grained samples. Anisotropy in
electrical resistivity inherent for single crystal was found to be partially recovered in textured samples, i.e.
resistivity measured along directions parallel or perpendicular to SPS-pressuring direction is different. Moreover,
resistivity for both directions is increasing with decreasing in grain size or with decreasing in intergrain distance.
Grain size effect on resistivity due to grain boundary scattering of electrons was found to be anisotropic, since
the effect is observed for different ranges of change in average grain sizes.

1. Introduction

It is known that grain boundaries in grained metals and semi-
conductors can act as effective scattering centers for electrons [1–4].
Generally, the grain boundary scattering results in increasing in the
specific electrical resistivity, ρ, via relevant decreasing in mobility of
electrons. In this case, ρ will naturally be dependent on intergrain
spacing. Usually, grain size effect on ρ is well expressed for nano- and
micrograined conducting solids. To find and analyze this effect, the
electrical properties of the grained samples with various grain sizes
corresponding to nano- and micro scale should be examined. Desired
grain structure can be usually tuned during a preparation of the grained
samples by varying some technological variables. The grained samples
used to research the grain size effect on ρ are usually characterizing by
random orientation of the grains. Due to chaotic grain arrangement, the
physical properties of these samples are isotropic. Besides, average
grain size, measured in any direction, will be the same. That is the grain
size effect on ρ in the isotropic grained samples with completely random
orientation of the grains is isotropic effect. To get a preferential grain
orientation, the grained samples should be textured. Under texturing,
the grains are dominantly ordered in some crystal plane positioned
perpendicularly to texturing axis. If compound being textured possess
itself an inherent anisotropy in the physical properties characteristic for
single crystal, the texturing can recover, at least, partially, this

anisotropy in the textured samples. It means that the properties, mea-
sured along directions parallel or perpendicular to the texturing axis,
will be rather different. Moreover, the grain sizes for these directions
can be happened to be different, too. In this case, a number of the grain
boundaries overcome by the electrons taking part in the electrical
conductivity should be different for the parallel or perpendicular di-
rections that will result in anisotropy of the grain size effect on the
electrical resistivity. Besides this difference in number of the grain
boundaries, ability of these boundaries to scatter the electrons can be
also different for both directions mentioned additionally effecting on
the grain size effect on ρ. It is known that the grained Bi2Te3 compound
can be readily texturing during preparation processes based on uniaxial
loading applied to an initial powder under compacting and sintering
[5–14]. Therefore, this compound can be reasonably chosen to examine
anisotropy of the grain size effect on the electrical resistivity in the
textured materials. It is important to note that at present the Bi2Te3-
based alloys of n- and p-conductivities are main low-temperature
thermoelectric materials, directly conversing thermal energy into
electricity. Efficiency of the conversion is characterized by the ther-
moelectric figure-of-merit, ZT = TS2/ρk, where T is the absolute tem-
perature, S is the Seebeck coefficient and k is the total thermal con-
ductivity. The texturing is remarkably effecting on ρ and k, and, hence,
ZT, of the grained Bi2Te3-based compounds. Thus, the texturing can be
considered as additional parameter governing the thermoelectric
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properties (ρ and k) of these compounds to enhance their thermoelectric
efficiency. A few technological ways can be applied to texture the
Bi2Te3 and Bi2Te3-based alloys including extrusion, hot pressing, spark
plasma sintering. Particularly, spark plasma sintering was successfully
applied to prepare the n-type textured Bi1.9Gd0.1Te3 compounds with
various grain structures differing in shape and size of the grains [11].
Therefore, these compounds are suitable to find and analyze anisotropy
of the grain size effect on the electrical resistivity in grained thermo-
electrics. It is known that rare earth elements, R, (R = Lu, Ce, Sm, Er,
La, Gd, etc.) can be successfully used as donor dopants to remarkably
enhance the thermoelectric performance of Bi2Te3 [15–25]. Therefore,
in the compounds being studied Gd was also using as dopant just to
enhance ZT. However, here we will not discuss the Gd-doping effect on
the thermoelectric properties of Bi2Te3. Only the grain size effect on the
electrical resistivity of the textured Bi1.9Gd0.1Te3 compounds will be
under detailed examination.

2. Materials and methods

Microwave-solvothermal synthesis was used to prepare a starting
Bi1.9Gd0.1Te3 powder. Synthesis conditions were reported in detail in
Ref. [11,26]. Spark plasma sintering method by using a SPS-25/10
system was applied to compact the starting powder at pressure of
40 MPa and sintering time of 150 s resulting in the Ø20 mm × 15 mm
cylinders. Different SPS-temperatures, TS, equal to 690, 720, 735, 750,
780, and 810 K were used to prepare the samples with various grain
structures [11].

To observe starting powder morphology and estimate particles size,
a model JEM - 2100 transmission electron microscope (TEM) was used.
X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was performed by using a Rigaku
Ultima IV diffractometer with CuKα – radiation to estimate a texturing
degree of the samples with various TS via calculating an orientation
factor. To examine changing in Te content due to its high-temperature
evaporation during the SPS-process, a Shimadzu ICP (Inductively
Coupled Plasma) emission spectrometer ICPE-9000 was applied. A
Nova NanoSEM 450 scanning electron microscope (SEM) was applied to
study grain structures features and estimate average grain size. The
specific electrical resistivity of the 2 × 2 × 10 mm bar samples was
measured by using a ZEM-3 system. A Mini Cryogen Free Measurements
System (Cryogenic Ltd, UK) was used to study the Hall effect and es-
timate the concentration, n, and Hall mobility, μH, of electrons.

3. Results and discussion

Before analyzing the grain size effect on the electrical resistivity of
the textured Bi1.9Gd0.1Te3 compounds, it would be helpful to briefly
consider main features of these compounds reported earlier in Ref.
[11]. XRD pattern for the starting Bi1.9Gd0.1Te3 powder is shown in
Fig. 1 (a). This XRD pattern is corresponding to single hexagonal phase
characteristic for pure Bi2Te3 (PDF#01−089-4302).

All the diffraction peaks can be exactly indexed with the standard
diffraction planes in accordance with the space symmetry R m3 group.
It is important to note that the starting powder mainly consisted of
hexagonal plates with average plate size of a few hundreds of nm and
width of ∼100 nm. A few of typical hexagonal plates are shown in the
TEM-image in inset to Fig. 1(a). Therefore, the plates should be con-
sidered as 2D-particles. Forming the 2D-plates during a chemical
synthesis of Bi2Te3 compound is known to be directly related to specific
features in crystal structure and chemical bonding of this compound
[27,28]. The crystal structure is layered one, and crystal a – b planes are
oriented along the layers, whereas crystal c-axes are perpendicular to
the layers. The chemical bonding between atoms within the layers is
dominantly strong covalent, whereas neighboring layers are bonded via
weak Van-der-Waals interaction. Due to various nature of the chemical
bonding along and between the layers, a growth of the Bi2Te3 particles
during synthesis happens to be 2D, since growth rates are different for

directions parallel and perpendicular to the layers. XRD pattern pre-
sented in Fig. 1(a) is corresponding to the powder with completely
random 2D-plates orientation. If a bulk material prepared from this
starting powder will be consisted of grains chaotically arranged, XRD
pattern for the bulk material will be coincided with XRD pattern for the
relevant bulk material. Hence, XRD patterns for the disordered powder
and the disordered bilk material will be same. However, under tex-
turing the grains start to being ordered in some plane oriented per-
pendicularly to the texturing axis. As a result, preferential orienting of
crystal planes reflecting X-ray radiation will take place. In turn, XRD
patterns collected on fractured surfaces oriented parallel or perpendi-
cularly to the texturing axis can be remarkably different. This difference
is related to redistribution in the intensities of some peaks of two XRD

Fig. 1. (a) XRD pattern for the starting Bi1.9Gd0.1Te3 powder (inset shows the
TEM-image of the particles in the starting powder; (b) XRD pattern for the bulk
sample sintered at TS =810 K and taken on surface oriented perpendicularly to
the SPS-pressing direction; (c) XRD pattern for the same bulk sample taken on
surface oriented parallel to the SPS-pressing direction. Insets to Fig. (b) and (c)
show SEM-images taken on the fractured surfaces oriented perpendicularly and
parallel to the SPS-pressing direction for the textured samples sintered at 810 K,
respectively.
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patterns. Such kind of redistribution was really observed in bulk
grained Bi1.9Gd0.1Te3 samples spark-plasma-sintered at various tem-
peratures, and the texturing degree happened to be TS-dependent. The
texturing axis was found to be oriented along crystal 001 direction and
parallel to the SPS-pressing direction. XRD patterns collected on frac-
tured surfaces oriented parallel or perpendicularly to the applied SPS-
pressing direction for the sample with TS =810 K are shown in Fig. 1(b)
and (c), respectively. Although positions of all the peaks in these XRD
patterns are corresponding to rhombohedral R m3 structure, the in-
tensities of (00l) and (11l) peaks are strongly dependent on the SPS-
pressing direction. For XRD pattern taken for surface oriented perpen-
dicularly to the SPS-pressing direction, the intensities of the (00l) peaks
are remarkably enhancing (Fig. 1(b)), whereas the intensities of the
(11l) peaks are in turn increasing in XRD pattern taken for other
pressing direction (Fig. 1(c)). The redistribution in the intensities is
originated from forming a lamellar texture characterizing by pre-
ferential orientation of the grains. In the textured samples, c-axes of the
grains are preferentially directed parallel to the SPS-pressing direction,
while a-b planes of the grains are preferentially oriented perpendicu-
larly to this direction. XRD patterns similar to ones presented in
Fig. 1(b) and (c) for the sample with TS =810 K were also analyzed for
the samples SPS-prepared at all other TS. All the samples were found to
be highly textured along the 001 direction parallel to the SPS-pressing
direction. Degree of preferential grain orientation for the textured
samples can be estimated by an orientation factor, F, given by [9]

=F
p p

p1
0

0 (1)

where p and p0 are defined as

= =p I l
I hkl
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(00 )
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( )0

0
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Here, the I0 and I intensities are corresponding to non-oriented (non-
textured) and oriented (textured) samples, respectively. Naturally,
F= 0 is for completely non-oriented samples (powder or grained ma-
terial with completely random grain orientation). Under gradual de-
veloping the texturing, F starts to be increased and becomes equal to 1
for completely oriented samples (like single crystal). Next, XRD patterns
were applied to calculate the p and p0 values and, hence, estimate F for
all the samples.

The texturing observed in XRD patterns was also confirmed by
analyzing SEM-images of the grain structures recorded on the fractured
surfaces oriented perpendicularly (inset to Fig. 1(b)) or parallel (inset to
Fig. 1(c)) to the SPS-pressing direction. At the fractured surfaces per-
pendicular the SPS-pressing direction, disordered grain structure with a
few μm grains having mainly irregular shape is observed. However, at
the fractured surfaces parallel to this direction, the grains form ordered
lamellar structure, and the lamellar sheets lie in plane perpendicular to
the SPS-pressing direction. Therefore, one can conclude that SEM-
images of the grain structures presented in the insets are well consistent
with XRD patterns presented in Fig. 1(a) and (b). It is important to note
that the lamellar sheets consist of the grains elongated in the plane
oriented perpendicularly to the SPS-pressing direction. The schematic
of the texturing for the sample studied is shown in Fig. 2. Each grain is
assumed to be an ellipsoid to plot this schematic.

Therefore, the grain can be imaged as an ellipse in the plane parallel
to the SPS-pressing direction. The orientation of c-axis and a–b plane in
an individual grain is also shown. It is important to note that c-axes of
the grains are preferentially directed parallel to the SPS-pressing di-
rection, whereas a–b planes of the grains are preferentially oriented
perpendicularly to the SPS-pressing direction. As a result, the grain
sizes in the directions parallel and perpendicular to the SPS-pressing
direction are rather different.

To estimate average grain size in both directions, the histograms of
the grain size distribution were plotted for the samples with various TS.
Average grain sizes, corresponding to directions parallel (D‖) and

Fig. 2. The schematic of the texturing developing during the SPS-process.

Fig. 3. (a) The D‖ (curve 1) and D┴ (2) vs. TS dependences. Inset: the D┴/D‖ (1)
and F (2) vs. TS dependences; (b) The ρ┴ (1) and ρ‖ (2) vs. TS dependences. Inset:
the Te content vs. TS dependence; (c) The μH‖ (1), μH┴ (2) and n (3) vs. TS
dependences.
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perpendicular (D┴) to the SPS-pressing direction, were next estimated
by analyzing the histograms in frames of the lognormal unimodal dis-
tribution [29]. The D‖(TS) and D┴(TS) dependences are presented in
Fig. 3(a). One can see that the D┴ values happened to be much bigger as
compared to the D‖ values. In addition, both average sizes were found
to be steady increasing with increasing TS. Taking into account big
enough difference in D‖ and D┴, the samples examined along the SPS-
pressing direction can be considered as coarse-grained samples,
whereas the samples examined perpendicularly to the SPS-pressing
direction are rather corresponding to fine-grained samples. So, the
texturing allows combining the properties of the coarse-grained and
fine-grained materials in the same sample. A grain shape factor, D┴/D‖,
can be introduced to characterize the difference in the grain sizes
measured for both directions in the textured samples. The D┴/D‖(TS)
dependence along with the F(TS) dependence are presented in inset to
Fig. 3(a). With increasing TS, both dependences are firstly increased for
TS ≤ 750 K, but then they start to fall for TS ≥ 750 K. Therefore, these
quantities are maximal at TS = 750 K. It can be reasonably assumed
that ability of a grained material to being textured under the SPS-pro-
cess will be dependent on the grain shape factor of the growing grains.
The starting 2D (plates) or 1D (whiskers) particles usually form the
shape-anisotropic grains with big grain shape factor in the relevant bulk
materials. During the SPS-process, such shape-anisotropic grains are
preferentially arranged in the plane oriented perpendicularly to the
applied SPS-pressing direction resulting to the texturing. The texturing
releases a strain created by the high uniaxial pressuring. However, any
arranging in 3D-isotropic grained system will be far less probable, since
this arranging in the isotropic system will not release this strain. Thus,
forming the shape-anisotropic grains with big grain shape factor is fa-
voring to sinter the textured material with big orientation factor.

As was mentioned above, crystal Bi2Te3 structure is layered one.
The physical properties, measured parallel or perpendicularly to the
layers are rather different. For instance, anisotropy coefficient in the
electrical resistivity, ρc/ρab, of the Bi2Te3 and Bi2Te3-based single
crystals is equal to ∼5÷5.5 [12,13,30]. Here ab and c subscripts cor-
responds to the ρ measuring directions oriented either along crystal a –
b plane or along crystal c-axis, respectively. For grained material with
completely random orientation of the grains, the electrical resistivity
will be independent on the measuring directions. The texturing devel-
oping at the SPS-process results in recovering in anisotropy in the
specific electrical resistivity of the grained Bi1.9Gd0.1Te3 samples.
Moreover, ρ happens to be TS-dependent. The TS-effect on ρmeasured at
290 K for the parallel orientation measuring, ρ‖, (measuring ρ is in di-
rection parallel to the SPS-pressing direction) and for the perpendicular
orientation measuring, ρ┴, (ρ is measured perpendicularly to the SPS-
pressing direction) is shown in Fig. 3(b). The electrical resistivity for the
parallel orientation measuring (curve 1) is much more as compared to
the perpendicular orientation measuring (2). Both ρ‖ and ρ┴ are steady
decreasing with increasing TS. It is known that the specific electrical
resistance of a donor semiconductor can be expressed as ρ= 1/(eμn),
where e is the electron charge [31]. Usually, the grain size effect on the
resistivity can be attributed to changing in electron mobility due to
additional grain boundary scattering in grained materials. However, in
the samples studied various grain structures with different grain sizes
were formed via the SPS-process. Since the SPS-process is implemented
at high temperatures, changing in the electrical resistivity of these
samples can be also originated from, firstly, changing in electron con-
centration and, secondly, forming other defects, but the grain bound-
aries. Therefore, the ρ(TS) changes in Fig. 3(b) can be originated from
the relevant μ(TS) and n(TS) changes. Due to anisotropy in ρ for the
textured samples, two values of the Hall mobility corresponding to the
perpendicular (μH┴) and parallel (μH‖) orientations should be measured.
The n(TS), μH┴(TS) and μH‖(TS) dependences are presented in Fig. 3(c).
Both the electron concentration and the Hall mobilities are increasing
with increasing TS demonstrating a rather complicated behavior. The
μH┴ mobility is much bigger than μH‖, whereas n is the same for both

parallel and perpendicular orientations. Increasing in n with increasing
TS can be related to high-temperature Te evaporation resulting in
forming the vacancies at Te sites, VTe [32–34]. In turn, forming each
positively charged VTe vacancy is accompanied by appearing two free
electrons in accordance with equation

= + + + +× ×Bi Te 2Bi 2Te Te(g) V 2e2 3 Bi Te Te
' (3)

where symbol g is corresponding to a gaseous phase.
For the samples studied, the Te content was really found to be

gradually decreasing with increasing TS, as is shown in inset to
Fig. 3(b). Since energy of Te evaporation (52.55 kJˑmol−1) is much
lower than that of Bi (104.80 kJˑmol−1) [18], at high temperatures Te
is evaporated much easier than Bi. The Te evaporation will be enhan-
cing with increasing TS. In turn, in accordance with Eq. (3) electron
concentration should be increasing with decreasing Te content (or with
increasing in number of the Te vacancies), that was confirmed experi-
mentally.

Data of the Fig. 3(a) and (b) were used to plot the ρ‖(D‖) and ρ┴(D┴)
dependences (Fig. 4 (a)). Both the electrical resistivities are growing
with decreasing in the grain sizes, i.e. the grain size effect on the
electrical resistivity takes place. Since this effect is corresponding to
different ranges of the D‖ and D┴ changes, it can be attributed to ani-
sotropy of the grain size effect. The μH‖(D‖) and μH┴(D┴) dependences
are shown in Fig. 4(b). The electrical resistivity and electron mobility

Fig. 4. (a) The ρ‖(D‖) – curve 1, and ρ┴(D┴) – 2 dependences; (b) The μH‖(D‖) –
1, and μH┴(D┴) - 2 dependences. The dashed lines are the fitting curves corre-
sponding to the Mayadas–Shatzkes model.
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are changed in opposite manner. The grain size effect on ρ‖ and ρ┴ (or
on μH‖ and μH┴) is much more pronounced for the parallel orientation
measuring, which is corresponding to the fine-grained samples. More-
over, one can conclude that this effect is remarkably enhancing at
transition from the micrograined to nanograined samples. The μH┴

mobility is clearly saturated at D┴ ≥ ∼1000 nm, i.e. the grain
boundary scattering becomes ineffective for the coarse-grained sam-
ples.

Is should be noted that besides the grain size effect, changing in
electron mobility can be also originated from forming the VTe vacancies
during the SPS-process, which are other scattering centers for the
electrons. However, in this case the mobilities should be decreasing
with increasing TS, since the Te content is steady decreasing with in-
creasing TS (inset to Fig. 3(b)), that is in contradiction with experi-
mental data (Fig. 3(b)). Changing in ρ‖ and ρ┴ with varying TS could be
also related to recovering in natural anisotropy of the mobilities under
the texturing. In this case, the μH┴(TS) and μH‖(TS) dependences should
be correlated with the F(TS) dependence (curve 2 in inset to Fig. 2(a)),
i.e. both Hall mobilities should have maxima at TS =750 K, that is again
in contradiction with experimental data. Thus, the grain size effect on
the electron mobility seems to be dominant mechanism governing the
changing in ρ in the textured Bi1.9Gd0.1Te3 samples SPS-prepared at
different TS.

To analyze the grain boundaries effect on ρ, presented in Fig. 4, the
Mayadas-Shatzkes model can be involved [35,36]. According to this
1D-model, the grain boundaries are represented by N parallel planes,
oriented perpendicular to the direction of the constant electric field, E,
with average separation d = Dm. At the Xn position of the n-th plane,
there is a potential barrier, which has to be overcome by the free
electrons taking part in the electrical conductivity and drifting under
electrical field along X-direction (Fig. 5).

Generally, the grain boundary effect on the electrical resistivity
depends on average grain size, Dm, electron men free path, le, and re-
flectivity, R, of the grain boundaries. The le path is due to electron
scattering by phonons and defects, except for the grain boundaries, i.e.
le is the background mean free path. The R reflectivity characterizes the
fraction of electrons that is scattered from the potential barriers. The
Dm, le and R parameters can be combined in α coefficient in accordance
with expression

= =mS
D k

l
D

R
R

2
1m F

e

m

2

3 (4)

where m is the electron mass, ћ is the reduced Planck constant, and kF is
the magnitude of the Fermi wavevector.

The scattering electron processes from the potential barriers will
results in increasing in ρ via relevant decreasing in μ. The Dm-effect on μ

can be presented by expression

= + +µ ln µ3 1
3

1
2

1 1
g

2 3
0 (5)

where μ0 is Dm-independent mobility, characteristic for a grainless
material, and μg is Dm-dependent mobility taking into account the grain
boundary contribution to the total resistivity of a grained material.

The experimental μH‖(D‖) and μH┴(D┴) curves can satisfactorily be
reproduced by expression (6), as shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 4(b).
The fitting parameters in expression (6) were taken as μ0 and A = leR/
(1-R). These parameters were estimated to be equal to μ0‖ =
160 cm2·V−1·s−1 and A‖= 285 nm, and μ0┴ = 270 cm2·V−1·s−1 and
A┴ = 170 nm for the parallel (the fine-grained samples) and perpendi-
cular (the coarse-grained samples) orientations measuring. It would be
very interesting to extract the R‖ and R┴ values for both orientations
measuring. To do so, the le‖ and le┴ values corresponding to the parallel
and perpendicular orientations measuring should be used. Un-
fortunately, at present these values are unknown. Since the orientation
factor for the textured samples studied is much less unit, using litera-
ture data for le‖ and le┴ would be incorrect. However, let us take into
account that in any case the electron mobility is obviously proportional
to the electron mean free path. Then, one can believe that the μ0‖ ∼ le‖
and μ0┴ ∼ le┴ links are correct. Therefore, using the A definition one
can come to the equality of the following ratios

=
A µ
A µ

R
R

R
R1

/
1 (6)

Using the fitting parameters, left part of this equation was calcu-
lated as ∼0.88, which is close enough to 1. Hence, the R‖ and R┴ values
are seemed to be very close to each other.

4. Conclusion

Thus, the textured Bi1.9Gd0.1Te3 samples were prepared by the SPS-
process. The grain size was tuned by varying in the sintering tem-
perature. Due to texturing, the grain sizes measured parallel to the SPS-
pressing direction (the fine-grained samples) happened to be much
bigger as compared to that measured perpendicular to this direction
(the coarse-grained samples). Anisotropy in the electrical resistivity,
measured along these directions, was found and analyzed in the frames
of the Mayadas-Shatzkes model. This anisotropy is originated from big
difference in the intergrain distance for the parallel or perpendicular
orientation measuring which, in turn, is resulting in different con-
tribution of the grain boundary scattering to the total resistivity. The
grain size effect on the resistivity is remarkably enhancing at transition
from micrograined to nanograined samples.
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